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Trustees’ Report 
(Incorporating the Directors’ Report) for the year ended 31 March 2013  
 
Transition Network supports communities to respond to the challenges of climate change, peak oil and 
inequality, building resilience and happiness. 
 
Transition Network catalyses, supports and connects the growing network of grassroots Transition 
initiatives.  Transition initiatives are community-led volunteer groups based in a neighbourhood, 
creating local responses to climate change, peak oil and inequality.  They are creating a positive vision 
and plan for their community’s transition to a much lower need for fossil fuels, more localised 
economies, and resilient communities which can provide a greater level of well-being for all.   
 
Transition is a social experiment on a massive scale.  The first initiative, Transition Town Totnes, started 
in 2006.  In just seven years, there are more than 1120 Transition initiative groups in 42 countries – 
more than 395 in the UK - involving thousands of people.  They are creating awareness of climate 
change and peak oil, and setting up a huge range of locally-inspired projects involving local food, energy 
efficiency, action against fuel poverty, creative participation and engagement in building a sense of local 
community, local currencies, renewable energy and community enterprises.   
 
By acting as a community, rather than as individuals, they are able to take more effective, ambitious and 
high impact actions, as well as building the resilience of their community for a more localised society.  
We need to strengthen community bonds so that, despite shrinking energy supplies and rising food 
prices, all groups in society including the most disadvantaged, can live well, healthily and with 
sustainable livelihoods. 
 
Transition Network was created in response to the many requests for help from communities wanting to 
set up Transition communities.  We support, inspire, train and connect this grassroots community 
movement.  The number of communities involved is still continually increasing.   
 
Many of the earliest established groups are now creating ambitious social enterprises which are starting 
to have a tangible impact on their local economies and communities.  There is increasingly a wealth of 
innovative and imaginative community projects across the movement, showing Transition in practice 
rather than the inspiring theory of six or seven years ago.   
 
Transition Network was established as a company limited by guarantee in March 2007, and registered as 
a charity in March 2009.  We are delighted to present to you the Trustee’s report for the year to 31 
March 2013. 
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Our objectives and activities 
 

The Charity’s objects are to promote the conservation, protection and improvement of the natural 
environment and prudent use of natural resources for the benefit of the public, by advancing education 
and raising awareness of climate change, resource scarcity, peak oil and economic resilience.  It aims to 
promote individual, community and organisational commitment to a reduction in carbon dioxide 
emissions, energy saving, reducing reliance upon carbon emitting energy sources and increasing 
resilience to resource scarcity.  It also aims to promote sustainable means of achieving economic 
development and regeneration in order to reduce reliance on scarce resources including oil. 
 

Background and summary 
 

The challenges  
 
Transition Network was launched in 2007, and framed Transition as a response to what it saw as the 
twin challenges of peak oil and climate change.  We proposed that it was vital that the two issues be 
looked at together, rather than, as was most often the case at the time, as two distinct issues.  We soon 
added social inequality and the economic crisis to these drivers, arguing that when looked at altogether, 
this convergence of issues meant that it was vital to support communities in becoming more resilient to 
the shocks that would inevitably arise.  Instead of conflict and increasing inequality as we go down the 
energy curve, the Transition approach urges communities to come together and create wellbeing for 
everyone, including the most vulnerable and disadvantaged.    
 
In the six years that have passed, some might have us believe that these issues have diminished rather 
than grown.  The BBC recently spoke of “The receding threat from 'peak oil'”, arguing that the recent 
resurgence of unconventional oil production in the US means that “it would appear the age of oil itself is 
far from over”.  But is this really the case?  Has the Transition argument that we need to break our 
relationship with fossil fuels, and with considerable urgency, refocusing on resilience and local 
economies, become irrelevant?   
 
Our original analysis that we have reached the end of the age of cheap energy has held up very well.  A 
recent report by the Ministry of Defence (2012) warned of the depletion of cheap, conventional, ‘easy 
oil’ and rocketing oil prices, predicting oil prices of $500 a barrel by 2040.  A peer-reviewed paper in the 
journal EOS by James Murray and Jim Hansen (2013) stated that crude oil production has been on a 
plateau since 2005, with older fields now declining at 5% a year.   
 
What hope that unconventional fossil fuels can fill the gap?  While there is much hype, a study by the 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) (2013) found that “these shale oil and shale gas resource 
estimates are highly uncertain and will remain so until they are extensively tested with production 
wells”.     
 
Central to Transition Network’s analysis is the reality that extraction techniques such as unconventional 
gas are only viable because oil prices are high, indeed the fact that expensive, difficult approaches such 
as shale gas are now seen as ushering in a new ‘Golden Age of Gas’, are as clear an indicator as we could 
wish for that the age of cheap energy is now well and truly over.  The idea that it is a ‘bridge fuel’ to a 
low carbon economy, as President Obama stated in his speech on climate change, is also an argument in 
ribbons. As journalist George Monbiot put it recently, “using shale gas as a ‘bridge’ to a low-carbon 
economy is like using chocolate fudge cake as a bridge to a low-calorie diet.” 
 
In terms of climate change, the fact remains that, as the International Energy Agency (2013) warned 
recently, the world is currently on a path that will lead to between a 3.6°C and 5.3°C rise in global 
temperature.  Price Waterhouse Coopers (2012) have warned that “even doubling our current rate of 
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decarbonisation would still lead to emissions consistent with 6 degrees of warming by the end of the 
century” (Low Carbon Economy Index 2012: Overview).  Climate scientist James Hansen notes that even 
if just one-third of known fossil fuel reserves are exploited, catastrophic runaway climate change is 
guaranteed.   
 
The Carbon Tracker report Unburnable Carbon 2013: Wasted Capital and Stranded Assets argues that 
the next stock market bubble is being created; a carbon bubble. It assesses that 80% of the carbon 
already ‘booked’ on fossil fuel company accounts cannot be burned if we are to limit global temperature 
rises to 2°C over pre industrial levels. The report urges fund managers and financial regulators to 
question planned spending of over $600 billion per year for the next decade by fossil fuel companies in 
finding and developing more carbon based fuels, if we can’t burn the ones we already know about.    
 
The Transition perspective has always been, and remains, that an economy able to actually stay below 
2°C and which has some degree of resilience to energy shortages or price spikes, needs to go far beyond 
changing light bulbs and introducing more efficient vehicles.  What we need is a fast response 
programme of breaking our addiction to fossil fuels, and of building resilience to shocks, and of seeing 
both as an historic opportunity for creativity, entrepreneurship and bringing communities back 
together.  
 
The economic crisis also presents a huge opportunity.  As the Portas Review (2011) identified, 97% of all 
groceries sold in the UK are now sold through just 8,000 supermarket outlets.  If, for argument’s sake, 
we state that the remaining 3% represents the local, independent traders which, in 1960, represented 
60% of the retail economy, then the question arises as to whether we should now be seeking to grow 
the 97%, or the 3%?  Transition brings, through its REconomy strand, a new story about how local 
economies can regenerate, with innovations such as the Local Economic Evaluation process 
representing powerful tools for communities. 
 
 In July 2013, the French President called an event at the National Assembly in Paris to discuss 
alternatives to economic growth, inviting academics, politicians and Transition Network’s Rob Hopkins, a 
recognition that Transition Network has for the past 7 years been running an experiment to which 
politicians, starting to recognise the nature of the current crisis, are now looking for insights and tools.  
Transition is creating, in thousands of communities around the world, a living model of what a post-
fossil fuel, post-growth, truly low carbon economy could look like in practice, because as Murray and 
Hansen state in their paper in EOS: 
 

“It is likely that economic growth may be difficult unless there is a transformation away from the 
historical relationship between energy use and economic growth." 

 
These circumstances mean we are already entering a period of huge change – turning around the story 
of ever increasing material well being for each succeeding generation. Our only choice is in how we 
meet this situation. Transition proposes a way forward that plans a future where diminishing resources 
are shared, where we build an increase in satisfaction from social bonds, from meaningful work, and a 
sense of connection to community and place.  
 
Transition invites people to come together and build this new way of life focusing on the level of scale of 
a “community” – something around the size of a town.  As a community we can have a greater impact 
than as individuals, and we will also be building stronger social bonds for a more localised future.  Each 
community can design a “transition” or process of change to a socially just future where all sectors of 
society can still live well with much less fossil energy.  If we plan and act early enough, and use our 
creativity and co-operation to unleash the genius within our local communities, we can build a future far 
more fulfilling and enriching, more connected to and more gentle on the earth, than the life we have 
today. 
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What does a Transition initiative do?… some examples 
 

Monteveglio Città di Transizione, in Italy, was started in 2008, and since then has created a wide 
variety of projects and achievements.  They created a ground-breaking strategic partnership for 
Transition with the local Municipality.  They run a Sustainable Food information campaign, a group 
purchasing project for solar PV, a walking to school “pedibus” project, a washable nappy project, a 
tree-planting project and an information guide to reducing and recycling waste in Monteveglio.  They 
also set up a farming enterprise called Streccapogn, working on land owned by people who can’t use it.  
Streccapogn produces organic wheat, milled locally and used in the local bakery; organic vegetables, 
fruit and jam, vines and vinegar.   
 
Transition Town Brixton:  is one of the many Transition initiatives 
setting up community-owned renewable energy generation.  
Brixton Energy’s first community share-issue raised £58,000 from 
103 people, mainly from Lambeth, to install 37kW of solar PV on 
Elmore House on Loughborough Estate in Brixton.  Share Issue 2 
raised £61,500 to install 45kW more on Styles Gardens, 5 blocks 
of flats also on the Loughborough Estate.  They are now raising 
community share issue 3.   
 

Transition Town Brixton also run many innovative projects and enterprises, including the Brixton Pound 
(which can now be traded on-line and using mobiles), and the ReMakery Brixton, a co-operative which is 
re-using and repairing resources that would otherwise go to waste.  Their Community Draught Busters 
social enterprise provides paid work for 2 people, running workshops to re-skill the community on 
installing affordable and simple draught proofing in people’s homes, plus energy efficiency advice.  They 
have contracts with local councils to provide this service for those on lower incomes. 
 
Transition Town Totnes started the idea of the Transition Streets project where groups of neighbours 
meet regularly and support each other to undertake energy-saving actions and understand what rising 
energy prices and climate change mean for their community.   In Totnes, 468 households are saving at 
least 1.3 tonnes of carbon per year and around £570 each, in an enjoyable, friendship-building process.  
This project won the prestigious 2011 Ashden Award for Behaviour Change.   
 
Transition Town Tooting ran a pop-up 9-day “Transition Shop” in 
2012, in a partnership with Encounters Arts.  The shop was a 
place where people from the local community could collect and 
exchange experiences, memories, objects and thoughts about 
their lives and the local community, and the wider world.  It was 
a great example of a project which helped increase the 
community cohesion aspect of community resilience, as well as 
helping raise awareness and assist local networking.  It helped 
people who attended to think about the inner psychological aspects of dealing with change, a key part 
of Transition.   
 
El Bolsón en Transición in Argentina teamed up with Granja Valle Pintado, a local organic farm to set up 
a community-supported wheat project, to revive local production and reduce reliance on imports.  25 
families invested what they would spend on flour in 18 months (200kg), which was enough to buy a 
grain silo, mill and grain elevator.  They are now milling their own wheat.  Alex Edleson, who runs the 
farm, said:  

“There was one point in the first meeting when suddenly a cascade of ideas came.  We began to 
see the implications.  There is an element in the middle, and that element is nothing more or 
less than the human element.  The flour is kind of an excuse!  What we are trying to find is to re-
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establish our human links.  The challenge of peak oil isn’t that we’re going to run out of oil, it’s 
how do we relate to each other again?” 
 

The Bristol pound is one of the examples of Transition-initiated local complimentary currencies, to 
strengthen local economic links, and for the first time at as large a scale as a city.  It was launched on 
19th September 2012, with the Lord Mayor making the very first £B transaction on the traditional 
exchange nails, on Corn Street in Bristol.   Throughout the day, people from all over the city came down 
to purchase their Bristol Pounds, to start spending them with Bristol’s exciting local businesses.  It shares 
with the Brixton pound the innovative technology that means that people can pay not only in cash, but 
also by mobile phone text and over the internet.  The Bristol pound is working in partnership with the 
local credit union, and has the backing of Bristol City Council, so businesses can pay their rates in Bristol 
pounds, and council employees can opt to have some of their pay in Bristol pounds.  More than 300 
local traders are already signed up to accept Bristol pounds.  
 

 
 
Portalegre em Transição run many projects including a vegetable garden, a small garden on a patch of 
urban ground.  Sónia Tavares from the group said  

“I’ve been living in Portalegre for 37 years and I have felt my community crumble, people 
turning backs to each other.  This community garden we created tells me it is possible to do 
things with other people.”   

 
One local resident said  

“We were living in this block and did not know our neighbours.  Now, we talk about the plants 
and whether we will meet this evening…”. 
 

In June 2013 the group hosted an international gathering called Ajudada, based on Charles Eisenstein’s 
concept of the Gift Economy and how it could help regenerate communities affected by the euro 
currency financial crisis. 

 
  

Locations of the 300 first traders accepting the Bristol pound 

Bristol pound note designs 
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Achievements and Performance 
 

Transition Network’s strategic goals are to: 
 

1. CATALYSE - raise awareness of the need, and inspire communities to use the Transition model  

2. SUPPORT - connect, support and train communities involved in Transition 

3. EVOLVE – help develop and disseminate innovative ideas for Transition communities 

4. BROADEN - build capacity for diversity and social justice, and work with a range of organisations  

5. COMMUNICATE - proactively share Transition stories and processes with a wide range of audiences  

6. INTERACT - engage with key organisations and respond to the changing context 

7. FLOURISH - be a well-functioning organisation, delivering 1 – 6 effectively 

8. BALANCE - creating a healthy organisational culture, and finding the balance between task-related 
work and the opportunity to reflect, review and share 

 
During the year ended March 2013 the Transition movement continued to grow, and the increasingly 
international aspect has become ever more apparent.  Most of the new Transition initiative groups that 
have registered with us in the last year were in countries other than the UK.  The 2012 Transition 
Network conference was attended by the highest ever proportion of participants from outside the UK, 
contributing a noticeably internationalist atmosphere.   
 
Particular areas of focus for our work from April 2012 to March 2013 included: 
 

 Collecting stories from around the Transition movement for a new book aimed at a mainstream 
audience, The Power of Just Doing Stuff. 

 Delivery of the new Transition:Thrive training course for more established Transitioners. 

 Developing an innovative website function, the Projects Sharing Engine, to aid better dissemination 
and learning from the best project ideas. 

 Holding a Conference for 283 Transitioners, including a creative group process to imagine the future 
High Street, and a 2-day follow-on meeting of National Hub representatives from 17 countries. 

 Holding a Peak Money and Economic Resilience workshop day. 

 Launch of the www.reconomy.org website and developing resources and case studies to help 
Transition initiatives create a more sustainable local economy and social enterprises. 

 The REconomy Project ran on-the-ground local Economic Evaluation pilots to gauge the potential 
economic values of a sustainable, resilient local economy focused on community wellbeing. 

 A new programme of work on Inner Transition - the psychological and personal resilience aspects of 
responding to change – including Inner Transition workshops and new on-line resources. 

 Developing a pilot Schools in Transition programme with 3 secondary schools. 

 Piloting a one-year training course for young adults – One Year in Transition. 

 Engaging 19 members of the European Economic and Social Committee in visiting their local 
Transition Initiatives all over Europe, bringing their suggestions and conclusions back to the 
committee.   Transition Network was awarded the European Economic and Social Committee’s Civil 
Society Prize in December 2012.   

 Publishing the Transition Research Primer, from research work to encourage research to benefit 
Transition groups rather than being “extractive”. 

 Progressing ideas on evaluating community resilience and the work of Transition initiatives 
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 We undertook a restructure process, to ensure that our staff roles better reflect our strategic 
objectives, and to enable us to better support and respond to differing UK and international needs.   

 We started explicitly trying to model better organisational culture with meetings to allow more 
reflection. 

 

Core funding support from the Tudor Trust, the Roddick Foundation, the John Ellerman Foundation, the 
Bromley Trust and Roger Ross of Lots Road Auctions underpinned and facilitated all this work, and we 
are highly grateful for these significant contributions. 
 

The projects and developments that the Charity undertakes in order to deliver on its charitable 
objectives are outlined below, grouped under the eight core goals.  In planning the activities for the 
year, the Trustees had regard to the Charity Commission guidance on public benefit. 

 

1. CATALYSE – raising awareness of the need for change and inspiring 
communities to use the Transition model 

 

We have a role as a key catalyst of the Transition movement. raising awareness of the need for change, 
and inspiring communities to use the Transition model, by talks, presentations, books, films, websites, 
blog posts and media articles.   
 
Rob Hopkins, the co-founder of both Transition Town Totnes and Transition Network, holds a key role in 
this catalyst work, collecting stories and broadcasting ideas and inspiration.  He is the author of the 
Transition Handbook, one of the best-selling ‘green’ books ever according to Bookseller magazine, with 
28,000 copies sold to date, the Transition Companion, and the new The Power of Just Doing Stuff. 
 
Rob has published an award-winning blog, www.transitionculture.org, which in summer 2013 was 
merged into the main www.transitionnetwork.org website. 
 

Expanding the Transition movement 
 
The Transition movement continues to spread widely and rapidly.  126 new Transition initiative groups 
have registered with Transition Network during 2012-2013, from 964 Transition initiatives at the 
beginning of the year to 1,090 at 31st March 2013.  Anecdotally, we're aware of many other active 
Transition initiatives that haven't registered on our site, so the full range of communities doing this work 
is more than this.  For example, we heard from the Swedish National Transition Hub in February 2013 
that there are 171 Transition initiatives they know of in Sweden, while 7 of those are registered with us.  
During the year ahead we will be working on ways to more accurately record the existence of Transition 
groups around the world.  There are now Transition initiatives registered with us in 42 countries. 
 

Books and films 
 
During much of this year Rob was writing a new book, The Power of Just Doing Stuff, which was 
published in June 2013.  This book is aimed at a mainstream audience, those for whom Transition is a 
new concept, to encourage them to get involved and take action.  In the process of writing the book, 
Rob has been talking to Transitioners around the world about their stories of positive action in their 
communities.  The new book is designed to be an easy, relatively short (30,000 words) and therefore 
easily translatable read with lots of photos.  The aim is to raise the profile of Transition as a positive 
response to the environmental and societal crisis. 
 
During this year we developed a working communications strategy, so that we can more effectively 
communicate to two key audiences:  to inspire those new to Transition to get involved and active; and 
to support, connect and inform existing Transitioners.  We had advice from a number of respected PR 
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professionals.  One of the outputs of the communications strategy is an info-graphic about the What, 
Why, How and Where of Transition, again set up for easy translation and with images that will work in 
different cultures.  A section from the info-graphic is shown below: 
 

 
 
The second Transition film, In Transition 2.0, which was premiered in March 2012, has excellent sales of 
3,080 DVDs.   Volunteer Transitioners from around the world translated the film subtitles in 16 
languages (Albanian, Croatian, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish).  In Transition 2.0 has had worldwide 
screenings over the last year.  During 2012 there were 88 public screenings in Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Croatia, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, UK, as well as screenings 
in the NTSC format which are handled separately by Transition USA and Transition Japan. In the first half 
of 2013 there were 46 public screenings of In Transition 2.0 in all the countries listed above plus 
Norway, Finland and the Netherlands. 
 
High-profile screenings have included:   
- UK Green Film Festival 2012 – York, Cardiff, Glasgow & Cambridge 
- A Transitions Film Festival in Australia in February 2013, with 13 screenings across all 6 states of 

Australia 
- A screening as part of the 22nd DC Environmental Film Festival in Washington DC, 13th March 2013 
- A screening as part of EARTHtalks 2013 on 14th May 2013, in Austria.   
- A screening as part of Karma Films festival in Frankfurt, Germany, 24th May 2013 
- A screening at the Festival de la Terre in Lausanne, Switzerland, 14th – 16th June 2013. 
- In Transition 2.0 is now featured on Green Unplugged film festival organised by Culture Unplugged, 

http://www.cultureunplugged.com/documentary/watch-online/play/12998/In-Transition-2-0  
“on-line screenings visited by more than 60 million people from 231 countries/territories”. 

 
For more info, see the designated movie website at www.intransitionmovie.com. 
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During this year Rob gained a wider audience for Transition ideas by giving a TedX talk in Exeter in April 
2012:  http://transitionculture.org/2012/05/01/my-tedxexeter-talk-my-town-in-transition/.  This was 
followed by a video-link TedX talk to Madrid, Spain, by Rob and a Spanish Transitioner, Juan del Rio, 
during the Transition conference in September 2012.  
http://transitionculture.org/2012/10/04/speaking-at-tedx-madrid-by-skype/ 
 
In  September 2012 Rob featured on the main panel at the international De-Growth conference in 
Venice, Italy, where he was also overwhelmed by the support and sharing of ideas and inspiration by 
nearby Italian Transition groups.   
 
The complete set of Transition publications, published with Green Books, is now:  

 The Transition Handbook, by Rob Hopkins – published in 2007, now out of print. 

 The Transition Timeline: For a local resilient future; by Shaun Chamberlin 

 Local Food: how to make it happen in your community; by Tamzin Pinkerton and Rob Hopkins 

 Local Money: How to make it happen in your community; by Peter North; 

 Local Sustainable Homes: How to make them happen in your community; by Chris Bird;  

 Communities, Councils and a Low Carbon Future: What we can do if governments won’t; by Alexis 
Rowell. 

 The Transition Companion, by Rob Hopkins, 2011 

 The Power of Just Doing Stuff, by Rob Hopkins, 2013 
 
We are very grateful to a donor from the Network for Social Change, who has funded for four years the 
role of Rob’s assistant Amber Ponton, to increase the capacity of the catalyst work.  Rob is also an 
Ashoka Fellow, in the global association of the world’s leading social entrepreneurs. 
 

2. SUPPORT - connect, support and train communities involved in Transition 
 

We are not a traditional “umbrella” organisation as we are not directing or co-ordinating activities “from 
above”.  This is truly a movement led by grassroots communities.  However the work of each of these 
communities is hugely inspired and nourished by being part of a national and international whole.  
Transition Network aims to do what it can to provide support to the community groups involved in 
helping their local communities in the Transition to a post-carbon future. 
 
Engaging your community with the impacts of huge issues like climate change is not easy; a feeling of 
connection, access to pooled resources and inspiring training all help sustain and strengthen a 
movement built on passion and voluntary effort.  Some Transition initiatives find the very real 
challenges of making local changes towards sustainability and working with the whole community on a 
voluntary basis, exhausting and complex work.  A few groups have not been able to sustain their 
activities or have periods of dormancy.  In the year ahead we want to be doing more to develop and 
deliver targeted support for groups that are struggling with particular issues or need help to sustain 
their group’s activities.   
 
Our support work involves:  

 Helping communities navigate the first steps of setting up a Transition initiative 

 Training courses 

 The website, which enables easy communication and sharing of resources 

 The development of national Transition hubs in other countries 

 Holding Transition conferences 

 Providing guidance and advice to Transition initiatives at any stage, to help them grow and thrive 
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Helping communities navigate the first steps of setting up a Transition initiative 
 
Through website resources and direct support from staff, we can provide guidance to help communities 
in the process of becoming Transition initiatives, including sample constitutions and suggested ways of 
organising as a group.  The Transition Ingredients, developed through 2011 and published in the 
Transition Companion and the website, help with this process.  They are grouped into 5 stages: Starting 
out; Deepening; Connecting; Building and Daring to dream.   

 
Training courses 
 
In the year to March 2013, 221 people attended one of the different Transition Training courses run in-
house by Transition Network.   In addition, Transition Training courses take place organised by the 
international network of Transition Trainers.  This international network helps to prevent unnecessary 
travel, and delivers the training in a way that is culturally sensitive and tailored to the needs of each 
country, in their native language.   All the trainers are involved in Transition initiatives and skilled in 
facilitation and leading groups.   
 
In July 2012 Naresh Giangrande and Sophy Banks trained (or retrained) 18 new and existing trainers 
from the USA, Canada and Brazil, including people from the African-American community who increase 
the diversity and reach of the Training pool.  In addition the new Transition:Thrive course content was 
shared and co-evolved, in particular drawing on the experience of some of the USA trainers of working 
with low-income and disadvantaged communities.  This brings the total number of trainers in the 
international network to 120, in 24 countries:  the UK, Ireland, Italy, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, 
Japan, China, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Austria, Germany, the USA, the Netherlands, France, 
Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Switzerland, Colombia, Brazil and Romania.   
 
During this year we evolved the content of the new 2-day training course, Transition:Thrive, from the 
feedback of the pilot courses and other trainers in the network.  Transition:Thrive is for people seeking 
to sustain and take further their current work in Transition, while Transition:Launch is for people 
starting out in setting up a Transition initiative.   Some of the feedback we received from participants on 
training courses during this year is shown below: 
 

“A great amount of resources and information was packed into the whole weekend which was 
immensely rich and felt like real value for time and money given. Despite the amount of material 
covered the teachers and style of teaching still allowed for time to reflect and share thoughts, 
ask questions, express concerns amongst the group making for a very inspiring, rewarding and 
inclusive learning experience”   Transition:Launch course April 2012 

 

 “The course not only offered the practical skills I was looking for in setting up a group, running 
meetings, etc but also acknowledged and made me think about the "inner transition" which I 
hadn't even realised was happening.    Transition:Launch course April 2012 

 
"Comprehensive, plenty of useful tools and techniques, diverse teaching methods, regular 
breaks/exercises to maintain energy, appropriate level of firmness from course leaders, great 
mix of cognitive, physical, emotional work, good location, pitched at right level for me, fantastic 
mix of transitioners attending..."    Transition:Launch course December 2012 

 
"I feel that this has really helped to evaluate, re-focus and energise our group with a renewed 
sense of purpose."    Transition:Thrive course May 2012 

 
Thanks to funding from an anonymous Foundation, we have been able to respond to training needs and 
requests internationally, including from countries which are outside the trainer network.  For example 
Naresh Giangrande and Sophy Banks ran the first ever Transition training course in Greece, in the 
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context of the economic crisis, in September 2012.  We learned how people are responding to this crisis 
and that the participants identified what was happening in Greece as wider than a purely financial crisis, 
that it was also an environmental and social crisis.  The training helped re-affirm the importance of some 
actions already underway, such as permaculture and growing projects, ecotourism and young people 
going back to the land in previously abandoned communities. 
 
New areas of training courses which were in development during this year include: 
 

 The Art of Wellbeing (first run in June 2013). 

 Resilient Food Systems (the first course is due autumn 2013). 

 Working towards Transition:Launch being available as an on-line course on the Gaia University 
internationally-available platform, from October 2013. 

 Progressing to working jointly with Gaia University to develop and prepare a new diploma/degree 
course for international students, called Leadership in Transition, to start in October 2013. 

 Progressing ideas for a Permaculture for Transition workshop. 
 
Looking ahead we are developing training courses and resources that are accessible on-line, in order to 
increase even further the access to support, guidance, knowledge-sharing and skills to people who can’t 
attend face-to-face trainings due to time or distance constraints. 
 
We would like to deeply thank an anonymous Foundation which has allowed us to continue to develop 
and co-ordinate our training programme.  We are also grateful to Lush plc which previously provided 
funding for bursaries so that income is not a barrier to attending a Transition training course.   
 

The website  www.transitionnetwork.org  
 
The www.transitionnetwork.org website is a vital tool to connect, inspire and support a highly 
distributed community of Transitioners.  In the year to March 2013, the website had 403,280 visits, with 
a total of 1,182,360 page views and 13,690 downloads.  In that year,  more than 2,000 new people 
signed up for the monthly e-newsletter from around the Transition movement, (a total of 4,000 new 
newsletter sign-ups in the last two years) bringing the number of people connected by the e-newsletter 
nearly 15,000 worldwide at March 2013. 
 
The website enables Transitioners to easily add themselves, their initiatives and projects in their own 
words with a few simple forms.  This makes it easy for website visitors to find Transition activities in 
their area (the ‘Transition nearby’ function is very popular).  Much of the content on the site is created, 
edited and owned by the movement.  Transitioners can communicate with each other, combine their 
expertise, upload useful resources, such as posters, reports or presentations, so that these can be used 
by all, share knowledge on the forums, and catch up on a range of expert blogs.  We provide support on 
using the website and maintain dialogue with users on the site’s efficacy.   
 
We created a pilot project called the Projects Sharing Engine. It is a distributed web service and enables 
anyone to add project information via their own local websites using an easily embeddable 'widget'.  
The information is securely captured, stored in the projects directory and shared back out through other 
widgets on other websites. 
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The trial showed us a number of 
invaluable findings including:    We can 
build a web service on the back of our 
online directories and other services.       
Transition Initiatives can embed a 
widget onto their site if it is easy and 
clear. Users of Transition Initiatives will 
add projects information via widgets.       
We need to move to Drupal 7 to 
internationalise this offer. Since this 
trial, we are developing a similar 
service for Transition Initiatives called 
the International Initiative Registration 
Service (IIRS). This is our first foray into 
Drupal 7, and will enable National hubs  
to embed the functionality of our 
Initiatives Directory into their own  
sites, in their own language, with 
minimal technical expertise. This  
will support national hubs struggling with technology and the widely agreed strategy of promoting one 
international Transition Initiative directory. We will trial this with one country (Portugal) over the winter 
2013/14 to learn lessons, and then look to offer it to national hubs from summer 2014. 
The IIRS is part of a wider web strategy which Transition Network shared with the national hubs in 
September who approved the direction. The wider web strategy proposal is here: 
http://tinyurl.com/tn-web-strategy-oct-2013 
 
There was a team of volunteer “Transition Technologists” from different Transition initiatives, that 
helped test, advise and pilot this work.  We are very grateful for their input.   
 
We would like to thank very much the Nominet Trust which funded this project work, and were also 
able to offer helpful advice and support.  
 
On www.transitionnetwork.org/stories, The team of Social Reporters continued to post compelling 
tales of their personal experiences of developing Transition projects and being in Transition groups, 
throughout this year.  Topics included workshops, elders, starting an initiative, medicine, and much 
more.  We would like to thank these brilliant communicators who take time to write their thoughtful 
pieces on a voluntary basis.  We would like to pay tribute to one of the original Social Reporter team, 
Adrienne Campbell, who tragically died from cancer in October 2012.  She co-founded Transition Town 
Lewes in 2007, one of the very earliest Transition initiatives, and was a passionate influence on the 
development of the Transition idea. 
 
In Spring 2013 we moved to a new webserver and web server software (Puffin, running Aegir and BOA). 
The move brought us to date with various new packages, and sets us up for a more flexible future as 
web service providers (starting with the Project Sharing Engine).  
 

The development of an international network of national Transition hubs 
 
We answer enquiries from any country, but we encourage and facilitate the development of National 
Hub organisations in other countries, to take the role of supporting, catalysing and training initiatives 
locally.  The last year has seen a significant increase in activity in non-UK countries, both with many new 
Transition initiatives starting and also with National Hub organisations developing and working and 
communicating together more, assisted by volunteer National Hub Co-ordinator Filipa Pimentel.  In 
many instances National Hubs are in some stage of early development, often run by volunteers with low 
or no funds.  Early on in its development, a National Hub will enter into negotiation with Transition 

http://tinyurl.com/tn-web-strategy-oct-2013
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Network and sign a Memorandum of Understanding which establishes the relationship and expectations 
between the two organisations and maps out a set of phases that takes the Hub from “exploration”, 
through “laying the foundations” to “full partner”. 
 
The full list of 42 countries where there is currently Transition groups and activity is: 

Countries with a 
signed Memorandum 
of Understanding 

Countries with 
developing National 
Hubs 

Countries with Transition initiatives but no 
National Hub (yet) 

Germany Belgium Argentina Poland 

Italy Brazil Australia Mauritius 

Japan Canada Austria Mexico 

Netherlands Chile Bangladesh Nigeria 

Norway Denmark Croatia Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines Sweden France  Finland 

United Kingdom Hungary Greece Slovenia 

United States Ireland Israel South Africa 

 Latvia India Switzerland 

 New Zealand Luxembourg Taiwan 

 Portugal Philippines Thailand 

 Romania   

 Spain   
 

Immediately following the Transition conference in September 2012, 45 representatives of National 
Hubs or potential National Hubs, from 17 countries held a 2-day meeting on 17th-18th September 2012.    
This was an opportunity to continue to develop as a strong network and discuss issues in common, 
progressing ideas about how to develop National Hubs individually and how to develop as an 
international network.  A new set of working groups, with a number of National Hub representatives 
taking issues forward on behalf of all of the National Hubs, were set-up or re-confirmed.  The working 
groups are on: 
- Communications 

-  Partnerships 

- Decision-making and Structure 

- Relationships/Culture and Support (within and between Hubs) 

- Funding 

We are highly grateful to the Network for Social Change for seed funding to help National Hubs with 
supporting Transition initiatives in their country and to connect with other hubs to establish mutual 
support channels and build a “learning network”.  We are also using some of the European Economic 
and Social Committee prize for this seed funding.  The seed funding will be distributed in the financial 
year to March 2014. 
 
In the year ahead we will be exploring the different roles Transition Network holds, including:   
1. International catalysing role, inspiration, co-evolution and broadcasting of ideas. 

2. UK National Hub providing support, connection, communication and training to UK Transition 

initiatives. 

3. International support role responding to queries from any country without an official National Hub. 

4. Collaborative role as a partner of official National Hubs to help connect and develop the National 

Hub network. 

 
A key element in this exploration is a 4-day National Hubs conference planned for Lyon in France in 
September 2013. 
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The Transition conference 
 
The sixth Transition movement conference was held in September 2012 at Battersea Arts Centre in 
London, connecting and inspiring 283 Transitioners.  Friday 14th September saw both a REconomy day 
with 150 participants and simultaneously a Transition Youth Day, bringing together 30 young people 
interested and involved in Transition.  A Transition:Thrive course also ran on Thursday 13th-Friday 14th.   
 

The main conference took places on 15th 
- 16th September.  The Saturday session 
was a mix of workshops and open space 
with 60 different sessions on topics led 
by participants.   
 
The Sunday session (pictured) was an 
ambitious and creative group process 
where we all were led to step forward 
into the future, one with low fossil fuel 
use.  We started by reflecting on what 
creates well being – through connections 
with other people as well as physical 
needs.  We then imaginatively created our own place and met our neighbours, joining in a street (of 
around 10 people) to collectively imagine a street where we lived.  We started thinking about what we 
would need on a “High Street” in this new future, and people started to pick their role in this High 
Street.  Matching roles found each other and then collaborated to imagine their particular enterprise on 
the High Street.  There were around 30 enterprises, ranging from a Baking and Brewing collective, to a 
town beach, renewable energy centre, education and health centres and more.  The groups used 
cardboard, canes, newspapers and string to create a physical representation of their enterprise, after 
which people could start to visit other enterprises and see what they could offer each other in terms of 
trading and collaboration.   There is a lot of interest in replicating this process, particularly from the 
Transitioners present from other countries. 

 
Providing guidance and advice to Transition initiatives, to help them grow and thrive 
 
We have an emphasis on providing support and guidance to Transition initiatives, to support the 
amazing people and groups pioneering the new territory of bringing their community together to 
prepare for a low-carbon, socially-just future.   
 
A survey of Transitioners in summer 2011 showed a request for more training material available on-line, 
and support on “keeping things going – sustaining momentum in groups or projects”.  With the help of 
funding from Polden-Puckham Charitable Foundation, and an anonymous Foundation, we therefore 
developed a series of on-line animations on Effective Groups, to help Transitioners create well-
functioning groups.  The resource is in short sections so people can easily use the resource in their own 
time. The animated sections are accompanied by an on-line workbook.   
 
http://www.transitionnetwork.org/training/courses/effective-groups/effective-groups-films-and-dvd 
http://www.transitionnetwork.org/resources/effective-groups-toolkit 
 
The different aspects of supporting Transition initiatives, on-line, by phone and face-to-face are covered 
by staff including Ben Brangwyn and web managers Ed Mitchell and Laura Whitehead, funded by the 
John Ellerman Foundation as our core support work.  Fortunately in July 2013 funding from John 
Ellerman Foundation and an anonymous Foundation enabled us to recruit a much-wanted new post of 
Initiative Support Co-ordinator to increase, and better target, the support we are able to provide.   
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3. EVOLVE – help develop and disseminate innovative ideas for Transition 

communities 
 

Transition Network seeks to explore and help develop the most effective ideas, the best ‘next steps’ for 
and by the most thriving Transition initiatives, and accelerate their take-up.  Key directions for the 
evolution of the Transition model in the last year and currently are: 

 Helping groups influence local economic development and set up social enterprises to contribute to 
local economies and livelihoods (The REconomy project) 

 Developing the importance of ‘Inner Transition’ – the changes we need in our cultural and 
emotional worldview 

 

The REconomy Project 

www.reconomy.org 
 

Many of the more established Transition initiatives are at a stage where their activities are starting to 
have real economic effects in their local area, particularly where social enterprises, for example around 
energy or food, are being set up.  The UK’s top 20 Transition-orientated social enterprises combined 
turn over £3.5 million and employ over 100 people.   Our view is that, as we enter increasingly uncertain 
times, localisation may well become the key source for employment and economic activity – 
“localisation as economic development”. 
 
In May 2012 we launched the new REconomy website, www.reconomy.org, which is full of resources, 
case studies, links to other organisations that can help, and suggested pathways for Transition initiatives 
or similar community groups.  We are working with many partners who can give support and advice, 
including Co-operatives UK, Local United, UnLtd, Carbon Leapfrog, Social Enterprise UK, Locality, New 
Economics Foundation and the School for Social Entrepreneurs.   Over 1,700 social media followers are 
helping source relevant resources and stories, with high levels of interaction and reach.  This is 
increasingly international.   
  
We have been seeking to gain interaction, engagement and knowledge-sharing around the REconomy 
ideas, and arranged a number of events during the last year, including the Peak Money and Economic 
Resilience workshop day on 25th April 2012 in London.  This brought together 40 Transitioners, 
economic experts, and voices (by skype in two cases) from Ireland, Portugal and Greece, some of the 
European countries facing the worst of the economic crisis.  The day created great energy and 
inspiration around the complex task of visioning and expressing an alternative, low carbon and socially 
just economic system that can produce wellbeing for our societies.  The discussions have really helped 
inform the ongoing REconomy project, and our collective ability as Transitioners to articulate economic 
problems and solutions. We are very grateful to the Marmot Charitable Trust and two private donors 
providing the funding to help run the Peak Money workshop day. 
 
In July 2012 Fiona Ward, manager of the REconomy project, went on a “road trip” (rail trip) to a number 
of UK Transition initiatives where new enterprises and economic activity are going on:   Totnes, 
Maidenhead, Lewes, Brixton, Norwich, Durham, Dunbar , Todmorden, Slathwaite, Manchester and 
Hereford.  Examples were seen of food hubs, solar co-ops, community-supported agriculture, food-
growing enterprises, a Re-Makery, draughtbusting enterprises, local currencies, community-owned 
energy services companies and renewable energy generation.  All the examples are now featured on the 
REconomy website. 
 
On 14th September 2012 a REconomy day was held at the Battersea Arts Centre, London, before the 
main Transition Conference.  This was completely oversubscribed, with 150 people attending having 
planned the event for 50 people.  There was a fairly even split between people who were seeking advice 
on setting up specific enterprises, and those with an interest in the strategic aspects of local economic 
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development, or visioning a new economy.  There were also many attendees from non-UK countries, 
mirroring the conference itself.  There were a number of inspirational presentations from different 
enterprises and projects, and some more in-depth workshops where people could learn from people 
who are running Transition enterprises, or other aspects such as crowdfunding or working with local 
councils.    

We have contributed to further locally-run REconomy-themed events, in Brixton, Dunbar and Somerset.  
In the year ahead we will be distilling these experiences to create a REconomy event resource to help 
Transition groups create their own events examining the local economy. 
 
With three Transition initiatives – Totnes, Herefordshire and Brixton – we have been running an on-the-
ground practical action-research Economic Evaluation pilot.  The aim was to gauge what works well, or 
not, in developing a more sustainable local economy, across 3 different communities – market town, 
rural, and city.   In December 2012 we changed the location of the city-based pilot from Manchester to 
Brixton, due to timescale issues in Manchester and a high degree of new Transition economic activity to 
evaluate in Brixton.   
 

The objectives of the Economic Evaluation work are:  
– To quantify the potential economic value, but also assess the social and environmental impacts of key 
parts of our local economy  

– To focus on food, retrofitting homes, renewable energy and/or care and wellbeing (differs for each 
place)  

– To recommend a number of projects or enterprises to deliver this potential  

– To unite local strategic partners behind delivery of the plan  
 
In Totnes, the REconomy Economic Forum includes the CEO of the district authority, the town council, 
chamber of commerce, local colleges, local school, development trust, Schumacher College, Dartington 
Trust and the technical college, all of whom are represented at a high level. This group has now been 
officially endorsed by the town council as responsible for driving the economic strategy for Totnes.   
 
The Totnes Economic Blueprint was fully published in March 2013, and as a result a 3-year plan is being 
implemented to transform the local economy for the benefit of the whole community.  A number of 
new ideas are being taken forward, including a project to create a hub for green businesses and an 
incubator for new Transition social enterprises, the Atmos project, in the redevelopment of a former 
industrial site in the centre of Totnes. 
 
Reports from the Herefordshire and Brixton pilots are also on-line, see  
http://www.reconomy.org/evaluate-the-economic-potential-of-your-new-economy/ 
The Totnes and Herefordshire reports have been downloaded more than 2,000 times already. 
 
In the year ahead we will be helping other communities take up the Economic Evaluation idea and 
experience, including through an on-line training and mentoring course. 
 
We have also identified an area of need for appropriate support and finance to accelerate the start up 
of Transition enterprises.  We would like to see the development of an Investment Readiness 
programme for Transition Social Enterprises, which would both assist enterprises to develop their 
business plans and proposals, and arrange a revolving loan fund for seed funding and investment.  In a 
revolving loan fund, successful enterprises would be asked to pay back loans so that the funds “revolve” 
to be lent again to new start-ups.   
 
During 2012-3 we scoped these ideas with a financial analyst, a number of funders and investors, 
Transition initiatives setting up enterprises, and with the top 20 Transition-oriented social enterprises.  
We identified three areas of need: 

 Lack of support to develop “investment-readiness”, for example business plans.  
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 Many Transition enterprises need relatively low start-up capital of around £10,000 - £20,000. 

 Community-owned renewable energy generation enterprises tend to need more significant 
investment of £100,000 plus. 

 
Neither of these levels and types of investment appear particularly well-served by the current market of 
traditional larger investors or venture capital firms.   
 
In the year ahead we will seek funding for the detailed planning, design and legal work needed to make 
the investment readiness programme a reality, if that detailed planning confirms our current view that 

there is a definite gap to be usefully filled. 
 
The REconomy project has been generously supported by the Roddick Foundation and Calouste 
Gulbenkian Foundation.  The specific work of the Economic Evaluation action research pilot in 3 
communities is being funded by Tudor Trust and an anonymous Foundation.  We would like to thank all 
these funders very much indeed. 
 

Developing the importance of ‘Inner Transition’ – the changes we need in our cultural and 
emotional worldview 
 

The challenges of our time are not just created by our physical systems, heavily dependent on 
unsustainable resource use and pollution. Our culture of individualism, of focus on economic growth 
above well being, of accepting huge differences in wealth and power also create unhappiness, and 
vulnerability on a large scale. It’s also helpful to see that the systems themselves are the result of a way 
of seeing the world. So there is a process of Inner Transition – waking up to the distortions of the 
underlying worldview, and coming to a clearer and deeper truth about the place of humans in the whole 
ecology of living systems. 
 
As we encourage people to engage with challenging information about the state of our world and the 
changes that we are already seeing, we need to be aware of the impact this can have. Supporting people 
to engage with the need to change in a healthy way, understanding how to create effective groups and 
to work well with stress and conflict when it arises, are all skills which lie within the realm of Inner 
Transition. Fortunately there are many, many tools available to help with this, from personal 
development practices such as mindfulness, to community and group building processes and so on. 
 
So the work of Inner Transition has been to encourage awareness of this inner process, and to translate 
some of these insights and tools into forms which are easily accessible to those within the movement, to 
offer spaces for deepening our questioning about the cause of our current challenges – to ensure we 
aren’t just recreating a greener, less oil intensive version of the same system – resulting in the same 
long term consequences of unhappiness, inequality, and unsustainability.  
 
Many Transition initiatives have started Heart and Soul or Inner Transition groups which explore these 
areas, help each other work through the psychological aspects of change, and develop skills to help.   
 
From early 2012 we have been able to progress our work supporting Inner Transition, led by Sophy 
Banks, thanks to funding from an anonymous Foundation. In July 2012 we published the results of a 
survey of activities and needs of Transitioners around Inner Transition, on the website.  People wrote 
movingly of how important the inner dimension of Transition is to them – that it is a central piece to 
creating a Transition which embodies deeply held values, rather than just creating a “Green” version of 
our current divided society. Challenges reported included that this can be a controversial part of the 
Transition model, and needs to be regularly and visibly supported by Transition leaders. 
 
Sophy has been researching, gathering and writing useful Inner Transition resources, and making these 
available on an introductory section on Inner Transition, on the Transition Network website.   
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An Inner Transition workshop was held at the September 2012 Transition Network conference, attended 
by a packed roomful of people.  Feedback in the follow up survey has been very positive – it was rated 
by one person as their highlight of the conference. 
 
Since then a two-day Inner Transition workshop has been developed, which brings together people, 
including those from Inner Transition groups, to look at some of the concepts of the territory, sharing 
our experiences, and looking together at what an Inner Transition group can do to support this aspect of 
Transition.  Research for the workshop included contacting 142 international trainers, some of whom 
contributed information about local Inner Transition activities, including stories from the USA, Canada 
and Scotland.  
 
Three Inner Transition workshops were held in London in January 2013, Taunton in April 2013 and 
London in April 2013.  The workshops were sold out, and the London workshops included several 
participants from European countries.  The workshop participants share all the flip-charts, photos and 
records of the course through an on-line drop-box.  The second London workshop was co-run with 
Debbie Warrener who runs Macy Mondays in London.  There is continuing demand (from a number of 
countries) for this workshop and in the year ahead Sophy will be continuing to deliver and evolve the 
workshop.   
 
The workshop held with Transition Taunton was slightly different, being for members of one Transition 
initiative, that had asked for the workshop because their group felt like it was stalling.  The workshop 
included parts from the Transition:Thrive training, and an enquiry into where the group was at, and 
became more of a “support intervention” session for the group.  We feel it was modeling a successful 
way of helping groups avoid burn-out – the feedback we had from Transition Taunton afterwards was 
that the experience had transformed and revitalised their group.  We will be further exploring the 
potential for this “support intervention” type Inner Transition session in the year ahead. 
 
An Inner Transition toolkit, or primer, is also under development. 
 
 

4. BROADEN - build capacity for diversity and social justice, and work with a 
wider range of organisations  

 

To create resilience to climate change and peak oil, the Transition movement needs to create a process 
in which all sections of the community feel some sense of ownership.  Transition Network’s work to 
broaden the movement has three main strands: 
 
a)    building capacity for diversity and social justice, listening, learning, respecting and working with a 

range of cultures, income levels and experiences 

b) Transition Education: preparing young people for the future ahead of them, through work in schools 
and with young adults 

 

Building capacity for diversity and social justice 
 

We paid attention to reflecting diversity in the new The Power of Just Doing Stuff book, with stories 
from around the world. 
 
One section of the new Transition: Thrive training course covers building effective connections and 
partnerships with disadvantaged and diverse communities.  This section was developed in collaboration 
with USA-based Transition trainers who have worked closely with disadvantaged groups, and run 
training sessions particularly aimed at low-income communities, and for participants from ethnic 
minorities.   
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The learning includes the suggestion that in talking about the need for Transition, instead of talking 
about “peak oil and climate change”, more effective language to communicate with low-income or 
diverse audiences is the “4 Es”: 
Economic Instability 
Energy Supplies & Costs 
Equity & Fairness 
Environment (Harm to Health & Wildlife, Resource Depletion & Weather Instability) 
 
A really key point in building partnerships with individuals or groups in marginalised communities, is to 
realise how important it is to meet any commitments you make to that community.  For example, where 
there has been a history of funded organisations coming in, doing something, and then disappearing, for 
people living and working with long term problems this makes it difficult to trust new people coming in.  
Advice in the Transition:Thrive course, for a Transition group making connections with the more 
disadvantaged sectors of their local community, is therefore to make small and reliable commitments, 
rather than ambitious and inconsistent, therefore building longterm trust.  The process of mutual 
understanding between different sectors of communities takes time and conscious effort. 
 
The course also includes statements about Transition that put inclusion at the heart: 

 “Transition means valuing and including everyone in our communities.” 

 “In transitioning our communities, we reach out to everyone.” 

 In order to transition, we need each other:  we need each other’s skills, insights, knowledge, 
orientation. 

 Transition is a team sport. 

 To transition, your community needs the full range of perspectives, experience, and ideas in your 
population. 

 

 
Transition Education 
 

We are running two practical action-research pilots to develop innovative ways of engaging schools and 
young people with Transition, and prepare them for the future ahead of them.  This pilot work is being 
led by Isabel Carlisle. 
 
The Schools in Transition programme is piloting and developing ideas with 3 secondary schools, Crispin 
Academy in Somerset, King Edward VI Community College in Devon and Wellington College in Berkshire.   
With these schools and many others involved in consultation, we have drafted a definition of a School in 
Transition: 
 

 
The Schools in Transition programme has a range of choices of ways for a school to become engaged 
with Transition work, and the idea of an overall journey that a school can make.  These include: 

A Transition School is: 
1. Relevant and specific to place and community: each school finds its own expression of that by 

mapping itself into a learning eco-system of relationships in its community.   
2. Pursuing resilience on many levels (systemic, personal, structural) and making that explicit. It’s 

about whole-school change within a community.  
3. Adopting approaches to learning that put healthy eco-systems central and in doing so is re-visioning 

what education is for and embracing new ways to learn. 
4. Involving pupils in its thinking, planning and doing as a matter of course. It’s all about designing for 

the future. 
5. Applying minds to real-world problem-solving so that purpose and meaning are integral to the work. 

Solving local problems locally.  
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 Awareness-raising, including showing the film In Transition 2.0 and having a discussion, perhaps 
using open space, about what the school can do. 

 The Transition Streets workbook as a process which can be undertaken by pupils and the school as a 
whole, including the process of adapting the content for the local area. 

 A “Next Generation Leaders in Sustainability” residential weekend course for pupils and teachers. 

 A Watershed Mapping process as a way for a school class to engage with the local natural world, 
and local natural resources, map existing sustainable enterprises and projects, and then develop 
action to take on local issues that they have identified in the mapping process.  We are 
experimenting with linking this work to almost any part of a secondary school curriculum.  This 
process would also include inviting people from identified enterprises into the school for Re-Skilling 
sessions, for example on beekeeping, orchards, food growing, bike-mending, composting, recycling 
or re-using. 

 In-school Continuing Professional Development training in community engagement, group process 
such as Open Space and World Café, and Transition.  The concept of Community Supporting 
Learning is introduced and demonstrated.  We would then help the school identify a project, chosen 
by pupils, to get involved in. 

 Ongoing mentoring for staff, including guidance in connecting to the local community and local 
Transition initiative, creating the conditions for behavioural change in the school, or managing 
change. 

 Pupils and the school will be working on a project in the community that they have identified that 
will add to the community’s resilience.  Examples could be “incredible edible” public food planters, a 
food hub, bike repair project, or clearing a patch of waste ground for use by the community.  By 
engaging with the local community the school builds relationships with local people, including 
extending re-skilling and learning opportunities to the community. 

 
This pilot is on-going and we are highly grateful for funding from an anonymous Foundation that has 
made it possible. 
 
One Year in Transition is a new one-year course we are developing and piloting for young adults aged 20 
and upwards.  The course combines practical skills, community-building approaches, real experience in 
communities and personal development and mentoring.  In October 2012 we started the pilot course 
with 3 young adults, who are helping to co-create the course for future years.   
 
The One Year in Transition courses combines the following: 

1. Theory and knowledge about community leadership and development 
2. Practical skills and experience from applying community development knowledge in real 

community placement situations 
3. Personal development as a group and with mentors 
4. Practical skills in a personal area of interest within environmental and social area 
5. Opportunity to lead a project in social enterprise or community building 

 
Each participant has a personal mentor, and a skills mentor recruited to offer a voluntary placement in 
the skills that the participants want to learn.  One of the pilot students commented:  “The first week’s 
training was just phenomenal.  I learnt so much from the Transition model, which is going to be so 
helpful in my own project.” 
 
We are aiming to pilot and develop the One Year in Transition course so that community colleges and 
initiatives could deliver it, including in non-UK countries. 
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In addition, we are developing and delivering Higher Education course content, and this work is led by 
Naresh Giangrande and Sophy Banks. 
 
The MA in Economics for Transition is a Schumacher College/Plymouth University course developed in 
partnership with Transition Network and New Economics Foundation, which started running in 
September 2011.  Naresh, Sophy and Rob Hopkins deliver some of the lectures or modules of this 
course, particularly the “Transition in Practice” module.  Former students are now initiating Transition 
activities in South Africa and Greece.  This partnership is a good example of a mutually beneficial 
relationship that has been able to develop between Schumacher College and Transition Network. Their 
students get a ‘real world’ taste of what it is like to run social enterprises and Transition Network 
benefits from the friendly critique that teaching at Schumacher College generates. We are currently 
planning next year’s curriculum.     
 
Leadership in Transition: we are preparing the content for a new diploma/degree course for 
international students, in partnership with Gaia University, an on-line international university.  This 
course is planned to start in February 2014. We hope the detailed mentorship we can offer course 
participants will accelerate the generation of leaders in the Transition movement as well as serve as a 
well spring of new ideas, businesses, and projects.  

 
5. COMMUNICATE - proactively share Transition stories and processes with a 

wide range of audiences  
 
 

During 2012-13 we have been in the process of developing a communications strategy, so that we can 
more effectively communicate to two key audiences:  to inspire those new to Transition to get involved 
and active; and to support, connect and inform existing Transitioners.   
 
We are going through a number of stages to include staff, board and outside experts in an iterative 
process that also considers the organisation’s emergent strategy.  
 
We have taken advice from a number of experienced communications professionals; Anna Guyer of 
Greenhouse PR has been particularly supportive, and is also working with us on publicity to accompany 
the launch of The Power of Just Doing Stuff book. 
  
We have supported the pilot year of the Transition Free Press newspaper, which has been set up and 
run by 6 independent Transitioners.  We have provided seed-funding to help this venture develop, 
partly from unrestricted income and partly by a donation from Network for Social Change. 
 

6. INTERACT - engage with key organisations and respond to the changing 
context 

 

Transition Network can use its national and international scope to engage with key organisations at 
regional, national and international scale, including policy makers and influential organisations across 
society, to open up on-going opportunities to enable and increase community-based action. 
 
Our chair of trustees Peter Lipman is a co-founder of the multi-party network of networks, the 
"Communities and Climate Action Alliance" (CCAA) of which Transition Network is part, representing 
thousands of communities (other member networks include the Low Carbon Communities Network, 
Local United, the Climate Challenge Fund Communities in Scotland, Carbon Leapfrog, Community Energy 
Wales, and the Community Energy Practitioners Forum groups).   
 
CCAA is able to interact usefully with the Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC), for 
example being invited to input into the discussions on the shaping of the Green Deal. 
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Peter now chairs DECC’s Community Energy Contact Group, which is collaborating with DECC on the 
development of a community energy strategy.  This is potentially groundbreaking, as DECC has never 
had any such strategy before.  As part of this work Peter is seeking to persuade DECC to fundamentally 
amend its definition of value for money, so as to enable it (and the UK government) to properly value 
the benefits of community based action. 
 
Peter is also exploring working in an alliance with other organisations, such as the New Economics 
Foundation, to influence the Treasury in its approach to supporting local community enterprise. 

 
Filipa Pimentel has been working in a voluntary role on liaison with EU policy-makers.  She ran an 
innovative enquiry with the European Economic and Social Committee, encouraging its 19 members to 
visit and engage with their local Transition Initiatives all over Europe, bringing their suggestions and 
conclusions back to the committee.   They are looking at ways to remove barriers to, and stimulate 
community-led Transition action towards low carbon, sustainable communities.  Transition Network is 
delighted to have been awarded the European Economic and Social Committee’s Civil Society Prize in 
December 2012.   
 
Filipa is also working with Energy Cities, the Secretariat of the EU’s Covenant of Mayors mainstream 
movement with hundreds of members across all EU countries, looking at ways to encourage the take-up 
of Transition ideas at the municipal scale.  In particular she is engaging them in discussions about how to 
better engage local communities and local public authorities together, in common projects and 
introducing Transition Streets and REconomy work in their communities.  In October 2012, Rob was 
invited to a meeting with the head of local government in Lille, to discuss what a Transition region might 
look like.   
 
In February 2012 we started collaboration on an Arts and Humanities Research Council-funded project 
led by Tom Henfrey of Durham University, also in partnership with researchers from Bradford and 
Glamorgan Universities.  This examined previous Transition research projects in order to create a better 
protocol for researchers in the future, to encourage researchers to work to benefit Transition groups 
rather than on “extractive” research.  This resulted in a “pattern language” of research 
recommendations on the Transition Research Network website www.transitionresearchnetwork.org.  
Through an Arts and Humanities Research Council Showcase grant direct to Transition Network, we 
were able to create and publish the Transition Research Primer in March 2013, with advice for 
Transition initiatives on engaging with researchers. 
 
Through the Durham University project we also progressed ideas on evaluating community resilience 
and the work of Transition initiatives.  A workshop of community evaluation experts and Transitioners in 
May 2012 developed the idea that a one-size-fits evaluation method would be unlikely to work well for 
over a thousand highly diverse Transition groups.  This workshop recommended that we seek to develop 
training in self-evaluation for Transition groups, with a small number of common indicators that could 
be aggregated to create a bigger picture.  Through this project we started a collaboration with Oxford 
University’s Environmental Change Institute, who ran a survey of Transition initiatives and Low Carbon 
Community Groups from July – November 2012 looking at the monitoring and evaluation methods they 
are already using and their needs.  In spring 2013 Jo Hamilton, Kersty Hobson and Ruth Mayne of Oxford 
University continued this enquiry with interviews and workshops with Transition initiatives.  The results 
from these and other workshops relating to potential evaluation indicators will be built on later in 2013. 
 
The Durham University project also enabled us to start addressing the basic data we hold about the 
extent of the Transition movement.  This is not comprehensive, because Transition initiatives self-
initiate and are not compelled to register themselves with us.  This effect is most marked in non-UK 
countries, someone from the Swedish national Transition hub contacted us in February to say there are 
171 Transition initiatives in Sweden, registered with them; only 7 of those have actually registered with 
us.  We ran a limited survey contacting all the UK Transition initiatives registered with us to a) check 
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whether they were still operating (5 were found to have become dormant) and b) whether we had the 
best contact details for them (we gained better contact details in a great number of cases).  Knowing 
how long this process takes will help us develop ways to make it easier, and encourage, non-UK 
Transition initiatives to register with Transition Network. 
 

7. FLOURISH - be a well functioning organisation, delivering 1 – 6 effectively. 
 

We are really grateful for the essential core funding provided by the Tudor Trust, the Roddick 
Foundation, John Ellerman Foundation, and new funder the Bromley Trust.  We would also like to thank 
Roger Ross of Lots Road Auctions who is a loyal donor to help us cover our core costs. 
 
We continued work to ensure that finances are in place to support our work, from revenue or 
fundraising.  This included work by funding manager Nicola Hillary, office manager Jo Coish, Executive 
Support Amber Ponton and training administrator Katharina Balassa.    
 
During autumn 2012-spring 2013 we undertook a restructure process, to ensure that our staff roles 
better reflect our strategic objectives, and to enable us to better support and develop the increasing 
proportion of our work which is international rather than UK-focused.   
 
The main changes are:   
 
- Creating a new Delivery Director role.  Essentially this is a Chief Executive role, previously held 

unpaid by chair of trustees Peter Lipman.  Creating this as a paid role enable us to co-ordinate a 
larger number of more complex activities, and give us more line-management capacity so that we 
can create other much-needed new roles.  Sarah McAdam (previously a Transition Network trustee) 
was recruited to this role in May 2013, and we are grateful for funding from Tudor Trust and an 
anonymous Foundation, which was received in May 2013, to cover the costs of this post. 

 

- Creating a specific Initiative Support Co-ordinator role to provide support to Transition initiatives.  
Michael Thomas was recruited to this post in July 2013. 

 
- Greater emphasis on international support of the Transition movement, with 2 specific roles of 

International Co-ordinator and National Hubs Co-ordinator created.  Ben Brangwyn is taking the 
International Co-ordinator role and Filipa Pimentel the (now paid) National Hubs Co-ordinator role. 
 

- Training is now considered part of our core work rather than a project, and therefore a Training and 
Events Co-ordinator staff post will be advertised soon. 

 
- To make this happen we reduced the hours of the admin team with reallocation of some of these 

tasks and the tasks of Ben's previous role are being reallocated. 

 
8. BALANCE – creating a healthy organisational culture, and finding the balance 

between task-related work and the opportunity to reflect, review and share. 
One version of Transition is that it’s about creating positive, integrated ways of being and working 
together – acknowledging that the quality of our relationships and group setting has an important 
impact on well being and meaning. So the culture of an organisation such as Transition Network is an 
important part of what it models, as well as being a useful place of enquiry and learning about what 
does and doesn’t work in our society. 
 
We spent time reflecting on our shared processes and structures at a two day “Awayday” meeting in 
May 2012, including looking at our culture around conflict. As we went through the Restructuring 
process we looked at what change meant to each of us as individuals, seeing that while change often 
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brings profound challenge – such as some staff were facing during the restructuring process – it also 
often led to enormous personal growth and strengthening – all useful parallels for the process of 
Transition in its wider context. 
 
We are experimenting with alternating “Doing” meetings – more traditional agenda-based task, 
discussion and decisions-focused meetings – with “Being” meetings, looking at how we are as 
individuals and in our relationships within the team. The most radical aspect of this is to welcome 
feelings as well as thoughts into the workplace. This aspect has helped to greatly deepen our 
understanding of each other, and build a greater level of trust and care within the staff team – an 
important aspect of resilient communities.  
 
The board of trustees has also spent time reflecting on and improving its meeting methods and 
processes. 
 
We think it is important to model better ways to develop a healthy organisational culture, to meet the 
challenge of responding to global-scale environmental and social crises without burning out or 
endangering our own personal resilience and well-being. 
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9. Financial Review of the Year 
 

The Charity is primarily funded by grants, donations and income generated from the Charity’s own 
charitable activities. Total income for the year ended 31 March 2013 was £387,398 and the breakdown 
of income was as follows:  
 
Grants and donations (see Note 4 on page 37) 
 
Restricted income grants, which are accounted for 
separately and only used for specified purposes, 
amounted to £249,906, a decrease of £73,939 over 
the previous year (2012: £323,845). This decrease 
was driven by a planned fall of £75,000 in core costs 
grants. The total amount of project grants remained 
broadly unchanged, with a major new grant for 
impact evaluation research from the Arts and 
Humanities Research Council (£45,393), and a 
reduction in grants for training. Donations totalled 
£56,050 (2012: £55,241) with Roger Ross continuing 
his annual donation of £50,000. 
 
Income from charitable activities (see Note 7 on page 38)  
 
Income generated from charitable activities was 
£81,051, up £8,439 on the previous year (2012: 
£72,612). An increase in movie sales of over 
£20,000 to £27,022 was driven by the release of 
the Transition Movie 2.0 DVD. Talk fees of £11,150 
were up on the previous year, and the first year of 
Transition Education generated £4,424. 
Conference revenue was down £8,479 to £24,126 
reflecting a reduction in scale, and training and 
consultancy fees fell by almost half to £11,959 
(2012: £22,947) as more effort was focused on 
building up the network of trainers outside the UK. 
 
Expenditure (see Note 8 on page 38-9)  
 
The costs of generating funds of £18,817 (2012 £24,883) is accounted for almost entirely by staff costs 
of the Network fundraising manager. Governance costs of £4,347 (2012: £4,930) fell slightly and 
comprise mostly travel expenses of Trustees, and accountancy costs. The remaining expenditure of 
£367,599 (2012: £385,244) was on delivering the charity’s objectives. 
 
The largest item of expenditure is staff costs which, including national insurance, amounted to £168,301 
slightly less than the previous year (2012: £189,404). Approximately 83% (2012: 78%) of staff costs were 
covered by restricted income grants supporting particular roles and core cost grants. 
 
Other significant expenditure of restricted grant funds were on delivery of the REconomy project 
(£58,994), Transition Training development, delivery and co-ordination (£21,256) and website 
development (£16,069). 
 

Grants 
65% 

Donations 
14% 

Income 
from 

activities 
21% 

Composition of Income 
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Expenditure from unrestricted funds was £95,877, which was less than unrestricted revenue of 
£135,192 resulting in a surplus of £39,315. This partly reflected the jump in revenue from film sales 
following the last year’s £30,681 investment in film production.  
 
Fund balances (see Note 15 on page 42) 
 
The general fund increased to £61,556 (2012: £20,919) at the year-end, reflecting the surplus described 
above. This fund remains slightly under the target level consistent with Trustees’ Reserve Policy (see 
below). 
 
Restricted fund balances at the year-end were £90,620 (2012: £134,622) comprising mainly core costs 
funds of £49,031, REconomy funds of £7,731 and various smaller project funds.   
One grant from the Arts and Humanities Research Council was received retrospectively and as a result a 
small deficit is shown reflecting work carried out prior to the yearend which will be covered by funds 
received in the following year. 
 
Reserves Policy 
 
The board of Trustees continually reviews the reserves of the charity.  Assets must be sufficient to 
enable the charity to operate effectively and to cover any sums payable to staff should they be made 
redundant.  The charity has a number of restricted funds; the purpose of these funds is detailed in the 
notes to the financial statements. 
 
The charity aims to hold at least four months’ core running costs in the general reserve at all times. The 
Trustees have revised their estimate upwards to approximately £70,000 to reflect the appointment of a 
delivery director and reorganisation of staff roles to increase the charity’s capacity to deliver its 
charitable directive. The holding of general reserves is to ensure that the charity is able to meet all of its 
legal obligations should funding be withdrawn. 
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Structure, Governance and Management 
 

Governing document 
 

The company is limited by guarantee, having no share capital (registered number 06135675) and 
incorporated 2 March 2007.  It received charitable status on 19 March 2009 (registered charity 1128675).  
Under the provisions of Section 60 of the Companies Act 2006, the company is entitled to omit the word 
“Limited” from its name.  It is governed by its Memorandum and Articles of Association.  Members of the 
Trustee Board are all Directors of the company.  In the event of the company being wound up the liability of 
the members is limited to £10 each. 
 

Trustees and principal officers     The trustees serving during the year and since the year end were as follows: 
 
Peter Lipman 
(Chair) 

 

Peter is Director, Project Development and Innovation at sustainable transport 
charity Sustrans.  He’s also chair of trustees of the Centre for Sustainable Energy, 
and was involved with setting up Transition Bristol. 
 
 

William Lana 

 

William is co-founder and owner of Greenfibres, an organic textile company.  He is 
Chairman of the Soil Association’s Organic Textile Standards Committee and an 
elected member of the Organic Trade Group. 

Gary Alexander 

 

Gary joined us as a trustee in March 2010.  He retired from the Technology Faculty 
at the Open University after 37 years, where he was a pioneer of distance learning 
on-line.  He is the author of eGaia, and active in Transition Diss. 

Sarah Nicholl 

 

Sarah joined us as a trustee in March 2010.  She is a member of Transition Town 
Lewes, and previously of Transition Belsize, in London.  She works in the charitable, 
educational and environmental sectors, including developing and running the 
Learning Centre of the Gaia Foundation. 
 

Ruth Ben-
Tovim 
 

 

Appointed May 2011, Ruth is Creative Director of Encounters Arts, focusing on 
community-based art.  She was involved in Transition in Sheffield and has recently 
moved  to Dartington, Devon. 

Tony 
Greenham 
(Treasurer) 

 

Appointed May 2011, Tony is Head of Finance and Business at New Economics 
Foundation, and previously helped as our external accounting expert. 

Sarah McAdam 

 

Appointed May 2011 and resigned April 2013, Sarah is a former Deputy Director at 
Defra and former Chief Executive of the Commission for Rural Communities.  
Following her resignation as trustee, Sarah was appointed as Delivery Director at 
Transition Network in May 2013. 
 
 

Clare Pavitt 

 

Appointed May 2011, Clare is a Senior Policy Adviser at the Equality Challenge Unit, 
has previously worked in equality and diversity at York St John University, Greater 
Manchester Police and the BBC, and is involved in local Transition work. 

 
The members are Directors for the purpose of company law and Trustees for the purpose of charity law.  
The day to day running of the charity is delegated by the Board to the staff team.  The Board meets 
quarterly and focuses on strategic and governance matters.  The Trustees regularly review the 
composition of the Board and consider whether the skills, experience and diversity are effective for the 
good governance of the Charity.  New Trustees are appointed following an application and interview 
process. The Chairman explains the role and responsibilities to new trustees.  

http://www.transitionnetwork.org/sites/default/files/asset
http://www.transitionnetwork.org/sites/default/files/upl
http://www.transitionnetwork.org/sites/default/fi
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Risk management 
 
The Trustees have examined the major strategic, business and operational risks which the charity faces 
and confirm that systems have been established to enable regular reports to be produced so that the 
necessary steps can be taken to lessen these risks. 
 
Statement of Trustees’ responsibilities 
 
Company law requires the Trustees to prepare financial statements that give a true and fair view of the 
state of affairs of the charity at the end of the financial year and of its surplus or deficit for the financial 
year.  In doing so the Trustees are required to: 
 

 Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently; 

 Make sound judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent; 

 State whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to any material 
departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and 

 Prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume 
that the charity will continue its operations. 

 
The Trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable 
accuracy at any time the financial position of the charitable company and to enable them to ensure that 
the financial statements comply with the Companies Act 2006.  They are also responsible for 
safeguarding the assets of the charity and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and 
detection of fraud and other irregularities. 
 
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Statement of Recommended Practice – 
Accounting and Reporting by Charities (issued in March 2005) and in accordance with the special 
provisions relating to small companies within Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006. 
 
Signed on behalf of the Trustees on ………………………………………. 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
P Lipman (Chair of Trustees) 
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Independent Examiner's Report to the Trustees of Transition Network 
 
I report on the accounts of the company for the year ended 31 March 2013 which are set out on pages 33 
to 43. 
 
Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner 
 
The trustees (who are also the directors of the company for the purposes of company law) are 
responsible for the preparation of the accounts.  The trustees consider that an audit is not required for this 
year under section 144(2) of the Charities Act 2011 (the 2011 Act) and that an independent examination 
is needed. The charity’s gross income exceeded £250,000 and I am qualified to undertake the 
examination by being a qualified member of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants. 
 
Having satisfied myself that the charity is not subject to an audit under company law and is eligible for 
independent examination, it is my responsibility to: 
 

 examine the accounts under section 145 of the 2011 Act; 
 

 follow the procedures laid down in the general Directions given by the Charity Commission (under 
section 145(5)(b) of the 2011 Act, as amended); and 

 

 state whether particular matters have come to my attention. 
 
Basis of independent examiner's statement 
 
My examination was carried out in accordance with general Directions given by the Charity Commission.  
An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the charity and a comparison of the 
accounts presented with those records.  It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures 
in the accounts, and seeking explanations from you as trustees concerning any such matters.  The 
procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and 
consequently no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present a “true and fair view” and the report 
is limited to those matters set out in the statement below. 
 
Independent examiner's statement 
 
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention: 
 
1 which gives me reasonable cause to believe that, in any material respect, the requirements: 
 

 to keep accounting records in accordance with section 386 of the Companies Act 2006; and 
 

 to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records, comply with the accounting 
requirements of section 396 of the Companies Act 2006

 
and with the methods and principles 

of the Statement of Recommended Practice: Accounting and Reporting by Charities 
 
have not been met; or 
 

2 to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the 
accounts to be reached. 

 
 
…………………………..  
P Beard ACA, FCCA 
Darnells, Chartered Accountants 
30 Fore Street 
Totnes 
Devon 
TQ9 5RP 
 
………………………….. 
Date 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 

INCLUDING INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 
for the year ended 31 March 2013 

 
 
 

     Unrestricted  Restricted  Total   Total  
     funds  funds  funds  funds 
    Notes 2013  2013  2013  2012 
     £  £  £  £ 
            

Incoming resources           
            

Incoming resources from generated funds         
  Voluntary income:           
     Donations & grants 4 53,750  252,206  305,956  379,086 
  Investment income 5 391  -  391  396 

         
Incoming resources from charitable activities 7 81,051  -  81,051  72,612 

         

Total incoming resources  135,192  252,206  387,398  452,094 

            
            

Resources expended           
            

Costs of generating funds 8 2,596  16,221  18,817  24,883 
         

Charitable activities 8 89,334  278,265  367,599  385,244 
         

Governance costs 8 3,947  400  4,347  4,930 
         

Total resources expended  95,877  294,886  390,763  415,057 

            
Net incoming/(outgoing) resources before 
transfers 

  
39,315 

  
(42,680) 

  
(3,365) 

  
37,037 

         
Gross transfers between funds  1,322  (1,322)  -  - 
         

Net Expenditure for the year/Net movement 
in funds 

  
40,637 

  
(44,002) 

  
(3,365) 

  
37,037 

         
Total funds brought forward   20,919  134,622  155,541  118,504 

         

Total funds carried forward    61,556  90,620  152,176    155,541 

            

 
 

The Statement of Financial Activities also complies with the requirements for an income and 
expenditure account under the Companies Act 2006. 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 
BALANCE SHEET 

as at 31 March 2013 
 

         2013  2012 
       Notes  £  £ 
            

Fixed assets           
Intangible assets      9  78  153 
Tangible assets      10  4,104         4,098 

         4,182         4,251 

            
Current assets           
Debtors        11  17,690  3,854 
Cash at bank and in hand       174,514    168,625 

            

         192,204    172,479 
            

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year    12  (44,210)  (21,189) 
            

Net current assets/(liabilities)       147,994  151,290 

            
Net assets      152,176  155,541 

            

            
Funds            
Restricted funds      15  90,620  134,622 
Unrestricted fund        61,556      20,919 

            
         152,176    155,541 

            

            
The company is entitled to the exemption from the audit requirement contained in section 477 of the Companies 
Act 2006, for the year ended 31 March 2013. No member of the company has deposited a notice, pursuant to 
section 476, requiring an audit of these financial statements. 

            

The directors acknowledge their responsibilities for ensuring that the company keeps accounting records which  
comply with section 386 of the Act and for preparing accounts which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs 
of the company as at the end of the financial year and of its incoming resources and application of resources, 
including its income and expenditure, for the financial year in accordance with the requirements of sections 394 
and 395 and which otherwise comply with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006 relating to accounts, so 
far as applicable to the company. 

            

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions relating to small 
companies within Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006 and with the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller 
Entities (effective April 2008). 

            

These financial statements were approved by the Trustee Board on                                         and signed on their 
behalf by 
            

            
            
            

P Lipman       A C Greenham, ACA   
            

Company registration No. 06135675         
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TRANSITION NETWORK 
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

for the year ended 31 March 2013 
 
 

1. Accounting Policies 

 
Basis of accounting 

 The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention and are in accordance with 
the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective April 2008), the Companies Act 2006 and the 
Statement of Recommended Practice “Accounting and Reporting by Charities” (SORP 2005) issued in March 
2005. 

 
 The following principal accounting policies have been applied: 
 
a) Incoming resources 
 Incoming resources from grants – Grants consist of income received in the year.  
 Other income – All other income is credited on a receivable basis in the period to which it relates and 

included when the charitable company is legally entitled to the income and the amounts can be quantified 
with reasonable accuracy. 

 
No amounts are included in the financial statements for services donated by volunteers. 

 
b) Resources expended 
 Resources expended are recognised in the Statement of Financial Activities (SOFA) on an accruals basis as the 

liability is incurred.  Expenditure includes VAT, which cannot be recovered as the Charity is not registered for 
VAT. 

 
 Charitable expenditure comprises those costs incurred by the charity in the delivery of its activities.  It 

includes both costs that can be allocated directly to such activities and those costs of an indirect nature 
necessary to support them. 

 
 Governance costs include those costs associated with meeting the constitutional and statutory requirements 

of the charity and include the reporting accountants fees and costs linked to the strategic management of the 
charity. 

 
 All costs are allocated between the expenditure categories of the SOFA on a basis designed to reflect the use 

of the resource.  Costs relating to a particular activity are allocated directly; others are apportioned on an 
appropriate basis e.g.  staff time or estimated usage. 

  
c) Trademarks 
 Trademarks are valued at cost less accumulated amortisation. Amortisation is calculated to write off the cost 

in equal annual instalments over their estimated useful lives of seven years. 
 
d) Tangible fixed assets 
 Tangible fixed assets are included at cost less accumulated depreciation.  Depreciation is provided at the 

following rates in order to write off assets over their estimated useful lives: 
 
 Fixtures, fittings and equipment   15% of cost 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

for the year ended 31 March 2013 
 
 
 

e) Operating leases 
 Rentals applicable to operating leases where substantially all of the benefits and risks of ownership remain 

with the lessor are charged against profits on a straight line basis over the period of the lease. 
 
f) Fund accounting 
 Funds held by the charitable company are either: 
 
 Unrestricted general funds – these funds can be used in furtherance of the charitable objectives at the 

discretion of the Trustee Board. 
 
 Restricted funds – these funds can only be used for the particular restricted purposes within the objects of 

the charity. Restrictions arise when funds are raised for a specific purpose. 
 

The aim and use of each restricted fund is set out in the notes to the financial statements. 
 
 

2. Legal Status of the Charity 

The charitable company is limited by guarantee and does not have a share capital. 
 
 In the event of the company being wound up each member, or any person who has ceased to be a member 

within one year of the winding up, undertakes to contribute a sum not exceeding £10 if the company is 
insolvent. 

 
 

 

3. Net income for the year  2013  2012 

    £  £ 
 Net income for the year is stated after charging:      
 Amortisation of intangible assets  75  75 
 Depreciation of tangible assets  1,060  917 
 Directors emoluments   -  68,563 
 Independent Examiner's fee  660  624 
 Other fees payable to Independent Examiner  504  552 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

for the year ended 31 March 2013 
 

4. Donations & grants   2013 2012 

   Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 
   £ £ £ £ 
 Donations:  Roger Ross of Lots Road Auctions 50,000 - 50,000 50,000 
  The Dove Trust Eat/Sleep/Cycle  822 - 822 - 
  Various general donations 2,928 - 2,928 431 
  Donations for Conference - 1,600 1,600 - 
  Donations for Transition Free Press - 500 500 - 
  Donations for Peak Money Day - 200 200 300 
  Donation for Transition Movie - - - 4,000 
  Donation for Web Project - - - 510 

   53,750 2,300 56,050 55,241 
       
 Grants: Tudor Trust (Core Costs) - 60,000 60,000 120,000 
  Roddick Foundation (Core Costs) - 15,000 15,000 30,000 
  John Ellerman Foundation (Core Costs) - 20,000 20,000 20,000 
  The Bromley Trust (Core Costs) - 2,500 2,500 - 
  Network for Social Change (Salary costs) - 23,850 23,850 23,850 
  Marmot Trust (Peak Money Day) - 1,000 1,000 - 
  Roddick Foundation (REconomy Project) - 15,000 15,000 - 
  Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation 

(REconomy Project) 
- 15,000 15,000 25,000 

  Tudor Trust (REconomy Project) - - - 12,000 
  European Economic Social Committee 

Prize 
 

- 
 

12,723 
 

12,723 
 

- 
  Dartington Trust - - - (  5,000) 
  Nominet Trust (Web project: Project 

Sharing Engine) 
 

- 
 

23,873 
 

23,873 
 

14,077 
  Network for Social Change (National 

Hubs & Transition Free Press) 
 

- 
 

9,567 
 

9,567 
 

- 
  Ashoka UK (Communications) - 6,000 6,000 - 
  Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(research liaison and development of 
evaluation) 

 
 

- 

 
 

45,393 

 
 

45,393 

 
 

- 
  Anonymous Foundation (Training, 

Inner Transition, Education and 
REconomy Project) 

 
 

- 

 
 

- 

 
 

- 

 
 

50,000 
  Esmée Fairbairn Foundation (Training) - - - 31,034 
  Grundtvig (Training)  - - - 1,884 
  Newcastle University (Transition 

Research Network meeting) 
 

- 
 

- 
 

- 
 

1,000 

   - 249,906 249,906 323,845 

       
  Total Donations & Grants 53,750 252,206 305,956 379,086 

       

      

5. Investment income  2013  2012 

    £  £ 
 Bank interest  391  396 

       

6. Taxation      

 The company is a registered charity and is therefore not liable to corporation tax on its charitable income 
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TRANSITION NETWORK 
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

for the year ended 31 March 2013 
 

7. Incoming resources from activities to further the charity's objects   

     2013 2012 
   Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 
   £ £ £ £ 
 Training & consultancy 11,959 - 11,959 22,947 
 Talk fees 11,150 - 11,150 7,148 
 Royalties & book sales 2,334 - 2,334 3,254 
 Movie sales 27,022 - 27,022 6,603 
 Conference fees 24,126 - 24,126 32,605 
 Transition Education 4,424 - 4,424 - 
 Sundry Income 36 - 36 55 

  81,051 - 81,051 72,612 

       

8. Resources expended   2013 2012 

  Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 

 Activities undertaken directly £ £ £ £ 

 Grant awarded - 4,547 4,547 - 

 Transition Training & Consulting 9,716 21,256 30,972 44,764 

 Transition Education 1,766 6,000 7,766 - 

 REconomy project 2,521 58,994 61,515 47,079 

 Conference costs 24,254 1,600 25,854 34,814 

 Web development - 16,069 16,069 11,786 

 Transition film 2,448 - 2,448 30,681 

 Talks costs 840 - 840 1,983 

 Royalty payments 641 - 641 1,968 

 Project costs 4,949 22,642 27,591 9,842 

 Wages and salaries 24,154 114,537 138,691   153,882 

 Employers NI 2,236 10,651 12,887 14,267 

 Staff recruitment and training 2,599 - 2,599 1,749 

 Rent - 2,000 2,000 2,000 

 Rates 273 264 537 213 

 Remote office worker costs 1,066 - 1,066 2,333 

 Insurance 1,423 1,706 3,129 3,384 

 Light and heat 8 585 593 365 

 Repairs and renewals 219 - 219 575 

 Telephone 462 956 1,418 1,652 

 Website and computer costs 372 5,111 5,483 3,855 

 Printing, postage and stationery 90 579 669 1,089 

 Travelling and subsistence 335 8,043 8,378 5,895 

 Sundry expenses 3,121 20 3,141 3,217 

 Bookkeeping 3,640 2,705 6,345 6,165 

 Paypal fees 976 - 976 694 

 Loss on disposal of asset 90 - 90 - 

 Amortisation of intangible assets 75 - 75 75 

 Depreciation on fixtures, fittings and equipment 1,060 - 1,060 917 

  89,334 278,265 367,599 385,244 
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8. Resources expended (continued)   2013 2012 

  Unrestricted Restricted Total Total 

 Costs of generating funds £ £ £ £ 

 Wages and salaries 2239 13,361 15,600 19,759 

 Employers’ NI 161 962 1,123 1,496 

 Staff recruitment - - - - 

 Consultancy - - - 1,350 

 Event Costs - 1,276 1,276 - 

 Travel 196 622 818 2,278 

  2596 16,221 18,817 24,883 

      

 Governance costs     

 Trustee meeting expenses 3,183 - 3,183 3,754 

 Accountancy 764 400 1,164 1,176 

  3,947 400 4,347 4,930 

      

 
The grant awarded was to Transition Free Press in order to support the further dissemination of 
transition news and ideas. 

      

9. Intangible fixed assets    Patents 

 Cost    £ 

 At 1 April 2012 & at 31 March 2013    528 
      

 Amortisation     

 At 1 April 2012    375 

 Charge for year    75 

 At 31 March 2013    450 
      

 Net book value     

 At 31 March 2013    78 

 At 31 March 2012    153 

 

10. Tangible fixed assets        

      Fixtures. fittings, 
      and equipment 
        £ 
 Cost        
 At 1 April 2012       6,118 
 Additions in year       1,156 
 Disposal       (  246) 

 At 31 March 2013       7,028 

         
 Depreciation        
 At 1 April 2012       2,020 
 Charge for year       1,060 
 On Disposal       (  156) 

 At 31 March 2013       2,924 

         
 Net book value        
 At 31 March 2013       4,104 

         

 At 31 March 2012       4,098 
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11. Debtors          

        2013  2012 
        £  £ 
           
 Trade debtors      17,190  3,354 
 Prepayments      500  500 
           

        17,690  3,854 

 
           

12. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year   2013  2012 

        £  £ 
           
 Trade creditors      39,960  17,107 
 Taxation and social security     4,250  4,082 
           

        44,210  21,189 

           

 
13. Trustees and employees        

           
 Number of employees        
 The average number of employees during the year was 3 full time and 4 part time staff (2012: 3 
 full time and 5 part time staff).        
           
 Employment costs      2013  2012 
        £  £ 
 Salaries       154,291  173,641 
 National insurance contributions     14,010  15,763 

        168,301  189,404 

 There were no employees with emoluments over £60,000.      

      
 Six Trustees were reimbursed expenses of £2,755 in the year (2012: £4,331) all of which was in respect 
 of travel and subsistence (2012: £3,855). 
 None of the trustees (or any person connected with them) received any remuneration in the year, but in the 

previous year Ben Brangwyn received £29,438 as a co-ordinator, and Rob Hopkins received £39,125 as a co-
ordinator. These payments were approved by the Charity Commission. 

  
           

14. Analysis of assets between funds    Net   

      Fixed  current   
      assets  assets  Total 
      £  £  £ 
 Unrestricted funds         
 General     4,182  57,374  61,556 
 Restricted funds    -  90,620  90,620 

 As at 31 March 2013    4,182  147,994  152,176 
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15. Summary of movement in funds       

           
 The restricted income funds of the charity arising through its activities are as follows:  
           
 Fund name (Funder)   Restricted purpose of funding   
 Bursaries for Training (Lush)  Funding to make bursaries available for trainings 
 Core Costs (Tudor Trust)  Core costs of the Transition Network   
 Core Costs (Roddick Foundation)  Core costs of the Transition Network 
 Core Costs (John Ellerman)  Core costs of the Transition Network 
 Core Costs (The Bromley Trust)  Core costs of the Transition Network 
 Web Project (Nominet Trust) Design and implementation of a project sharing 

engine 
  

 Support Work (Polden-Puckham Charitable 
Foundation) 

Work to support Transition initiatives   

 Salary Funding (Network for Social Change 
donor) 

Employment of a Personal Assistant 
 

  

 REconomy Project (Roddick Foundation) To help Transition initiatives work on local 
economic development, or start sustainable 
enterprises 

  

 REconomy Project (Calouste Gulbenkian 
Foundation) 

To help Transition initiatives work on local 
economic development, or start sustainable 
enterprises 

  

 REconomy Project (Tudor Trust) To help Transition initiatives work on local 
economic development, or start sustainable 
enterprises 

  

 Peak Money Day (Marmot Charitable Trust) Costs of Peak Money and Economic Resilience 
conversation day conference/workshop 

  

 Anonymous Foundation To support the development of the Training,  
Inner Transition, Education and REconomy 
projects 

  

 Durham University (an Arts and Humanities 
Research Council-funded project) 

To help design effective protocols for 
researchers and Transition initiatives to work 
together, and to start developing evaluation 
methods for community resilience 

  

 Arts and Humanities Research Council 
Showcase funding 

For dissemination, knowledge-sharing and 
Theory of Change community workshops, 
following the Durham University/Arts and 
Humanities Research Council project 

  

 European Economic Social Committee Civil 
Society Prize 

Prize without restrictions on how the funds are 
used; we allocated to REconomy project and 
National Hub seed-funding. 

  

 Ashoka UK Support for Rob Hopkins’ work, as he is an 
Ashoka fellow 

  

 National Hubs Seed funding (Network for 
Social Change) 

To provide National Hubs with seed-funding to 
help build their capacity 

  

 Transition Free Press (Network for Social 
Change) 

Helping the Transition Free Press quarterly 
newspaper pilot continue during 2013  

  

 Conference (Co-operative Bank plc ) A contribution to the costs of the Transition 
Network conference 
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15. Summary of movement in funds (continued) 
       
  Opening  Incoming  Outgoing Transfers Closing  
  balance resources resources  balance 
 Restricted funds £ £ £ £ £ 
 Core Costs (Tudor Trust) 31,384 60,000 59,744 (1,322) 30,318 
 Core Costs (Roddick Foundation) 14,842 15,000 22,379 - 7,463 
 Core Costs (John Ellerman Foundation) 10,501 20,000      20,501 - 10,000 
 Core Costs (The Bromley Trust) - 2,500 1,250 - 1,250 
 Web Project (Nominet Trust) 5,244 23,873 28,368 - 749 
 Support Work (Polden-Puckham Charitable 

Foundation) 
 

3,025 
 

- 
 

3,025 
 

- 
 

- 
 Salary Funding (Network for Social Change 

donor) 
 

1,281 
 

23,850 
 

24,355 
 

- 
 

776 
 Training Bursaries (Lush) 780 - 780 - - 
 REconomy Project (Roddick Foundation) 1,888 15,000 10,218 - 6,670 
 REconomy Project (Calouste Gulbenkian 

Foundation) 
 

6,711 
 

15,000 
 

21,711 
 

- 
 

- 
 REconomy Project (Tudor Trust) 10,343 - 9,282 - 1,061 
 REconomy Project (European Economic Social 

Committee) 
 

- 
 

6,361 
 

4,783 
 

- 
 

1,578 
 Training, Inner Transition, Education and 

REconomy project (Anonymous Foundation) 
 

49,341 
 

- 
 

45,341 
 

- 
 

4,000 
 Researcher liaison and development of 

evaluation (Durham University funded by Arts 
and Humanities Research Council) 

 
 

(1,018) 

 
 

36,853 

 
 

25,989 

 
 

- 

 
 

9,846 
 Researcher liaison and development of 

evaluation Showcase Funding (Arts and 
Humanities Research Council) 

 
 

- 

 
 

8,540 

 
 

8,880 

 
 

- 

 
 

(340) 
 National Hub seed funding (European Economic 

Social Committee) 
 

- 
 

6,362 
 

113 
 

- 
 

6,249 
 National Hub seed funding (Network for Social 

Change) 
 

- 
 

5,020 
 

- 
 

- 
 

5,020 
 Transition Free Press (Network for Social 

Change & donations) 
 

- 
 

5,047 
 

5,047 
 

- 
 

- 
 Peak Money Day (Marmot Trust & donations) 300 1,200 1,500 - - 
 Conference (Co-operative Bank plc & donations) - 1,600 1,600 - - 

 Communications (Ashoka UK) - 6,000 20 - 5,980 

  134,622 252,206 294,886 (1,322) 90,620 

       

 Unrestricted funds      
 General 20,919 135,191 95,876 1,322 61,556 

       

 The grant fund from the Arts and Humanities Research Council in respect of researcher liaison and 
development of evaluation Showcase Funding was in deficit at the year end because funding was agreed on a 
retrospective basis. Funding was received after the year end in respect of the deficit. 

  
 Sufficient resources are held for each restricted fund in an appropriate form to enable funds to be applied in 

accordance with the restrictions.  
       
 A transfer of funds was made from restricted funds to unrestricted funds in respect of capital purchases made 

under a grant agreement for assets for unrestricted use. 
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16. Financial commitments      

  
 At 31 March 2013 the company was committed to making the following payments in respect of buildings 

under non- cancellable operating leases: 
       
   2013  2012  
   £  £  
 Operating leases which expire:      
 Within one year   2,200  2,000  

       

       

17. Related party transactions      

       
 Ruth Ben-Tovim, a trustee, was paid £1,000 during the year for facilitation at the conference 

 


